
WRITING ART CRITIQUES FOR STUDENTS

A critique is an oral or written discussion strategy used to analyze, describe, and interpret works of art. Critiques help
students hone their persuasive oral and.

The critiques will be similar to preschool, but now are able to get more in-depth. When and where was the
work created? Enter the art critique! Are there straight lines? Regardless of whether a student likes or dislikes
something, their affirmations should be made objectively on areas like structure, form, or technique. Consider
different types of art drawings, paintings, sculpture, etc. I try to be fair by spending about the same amount of
time with each participant's work. I encourage them to think like team members in the same way that athletes
work in teams. Analysis Describe how the work is organized as a complete composition: How is the work
constructed or planned i. This task allows students to subjectively provide opinions about the art, and justify
their reasoning. To focus this task, educators can request that students provide questions regarding specific
attributes. Describe the technical qualities of the work i. Most of the major art museums have some or all of
their collections online as well as lesson plans and critique formats for teachers to use with the collection.
Helping your students learn how to creatively critique each other's work Overview What is a critique?
Compare it with similar works that you think are good or bad. What expressive language would you use to
describe the qualities i. That is, artwork can be critiqued by a group, and the artist will be able to be involved.
Consider asking the following: What kind of art is this? Is there anything you don't like about it? A critique is
an oral or written discussion strategy used to analyze, describe, and interpret works of art. Critiquing Other
Children's Art The children are now at a stage where they can better empathise with other people, and
therefore better examine the artwork of other children. Does anybody else see it that way? Again, this can be
focused based on the specific skills you are working on in class. This can be done as a whole class or
individually, although it's more fun with a lot of different viewpoints. The children are still too young to
understand "constructive criticism". The Platinum rule is: "Try to write what you think that person wants to
hear". Why did you choose the colors you did? The Golden rule would be nearly as good, "What you would
like to hear. Criticism is constructive if the speaker is offering it in a way that the artist can use it to fix a
problem or make the art better. You should allow them to discuss without bias from you, just be the mediator.
It is sometimes found that students without work on display are not as interested and they are more apt to offer
negative comments. I call on class members to share their answers. Critiques help students hone their
persuasive oral and writing, information-gathering, and justification skills. I promise to start with them the
next time. After jotting down their ideas, they discuss under the leadership of the teacher. If a student makes
an observation that may seem a bit unusual, I try to affirm something about it, and invite others in the class to
offer alternative observations. Here we discuss how to conduct a critique with children of all ages. Ask the
students what they don't like about the art. I have students display their work so every participant has a work
up for discussion. Students who are not finished might use the time to keep working to finish. The number of
questions and aspects of specificity will vary according to the art form and number of works in the critique.
Describe the elements of the work i.


